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hope by thus calling attention to the work of women in architecture to aid
them to occupy a field which naturally belongs to them, that of domestic
architecture, for every man is gradually being educated by the women for
whom he builds to know what is required in a home.
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parlors and balconies where ladies may rest and chat, an exhibitors' club
room, a model kitchra where demonstrative lessons may be given, we nope,
without charge; a loan exhibit ol colonial, old Dutch, Scandinavian and other

en,

relict recalling the early history of our country

and the various natioralities

are sprung, and also of objects developed in the home by the
One wing of the building writ possibly be devoted to showing the reform and charitable organiiatioris originated and earned on by women, and the other to the eihibk which will be sent by our auxiliary associations formed through the instrumentality of our foreign ministers in the counfrom which
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tries to which the)" are accredited, and by means of wruch w shiH be enabled
to indicate the condition and attainments of women in every part of the world.
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the general exhibM under the regular classification,

the duplicates being placed

in our building to mphasire the fact that they are the work of women.
In reading a list of the organizations represented here it occurred to me
that wr might obtain alto a most unusual exhibit from the missionary stations
in the inccrui))e and unftrurntrd parts of the earth, and I beg the ladies
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wrongs, both legislative and social, and in the gradual

elevation of the standard of morality.
We feel the necessity of showing this beautiful influence and the advance which it has caused, but are handicapped by the fact that the most valuable part is spiritual and that it is difficult to show progress in abstract things,
except by a mass of statistics which become significant only when intelligently
and systematically read. Will you not aid us with your experience and
thought to show woman's work as a beautiful whole, with its animating spirit,
and not as a mere mass of material things ? We wish the world's fair of 180J
to be memorable as a great exhibition, greater than any which ever preceded
it. but we also wish its history to be a golden page in the annals of woman's
advancement.
We urgently rrquest, therefore, that each organization represented here
appoint a committee of rive of its most able women to consider the work we
are trying to do for our sex at the fair, and to present to us at an early day
their suggestions and advice as to how we may best accomplish the
great end
have in view, and to inform us in what manner their associations will be
able to cooperate with our board in its work, and we ask that
they send their
suggestions, applications for space, etc., to our headquarters
in Chicago, where
they win be gladly received and most carefully considered
and acted upon.
The board most cordially and pressing)- - invites this council to hold its niter- -

